New in Sign Language & Communication

Our Sign Language and Communication Catalogue (pictured right) came out in May 2011. A lot has happened since then. This Supplement will update your catalogue. It details all our new products; updates we have made to existing ones and sadly products we have had to discontinue.

NEW AT A GLANCE

NEW AT A GLANCE

New Resources from Bilby Publishing  www.bilby.net  Ph 1800 245 297  9am-5pm M-F EST

UPGRADED AND UPDATED

UNTIL SOLD OUT

DISCONTINUED ...SEE PAGE 14
The Auslan Dictionary for Teachers, Parents and Professionals

$85.00

Released 23 April 2012, this 2012 edition of The Auslan Dictionary for Teachers Parents and professionals includes over 2000 signs!

It still includes descriptions of how to perform the sign; Hints to help you remember the sign; State usage information PLUS a list of associated English words associated with the sign. It is still the only dictionary to include Context usage information (EG can has 2 listings. 1 for I can and the other refers to the ring pull can); to help ensure you clearly understand the context under which it is appropriate to use that sign.

It includes over 2000 unique signs, each clearly illustrated in line art. There is also an extensive alphabetical index of over 10000 English words.

What truly sets this edition apart is the inclusion of an over 50 page introduction to Auslan - it’s history; linguistics and grammar; an introduction to tense and signing space; adding emphasis and contextualization; formal, Informal and casual signing; greetings and personal information; pronouns and numerals; fingerspelling and abbreviations; and much more.

It is perfect bound (glue spine)
295 x 205 mm (A4) in size and weighs just over a kilo

Auslan To Go
Want access to Auslan on the Go—
Get Auslan to Go on your iphone

This great app was released in December 2012 and gives you over 2000 signs in your pocket when you need them. You can search the sign database or browse the index. You can store signs in a favorites list, so you can store those signs you are trying to remember for quick browsing.

The app has been based on The Auslan Dictionary for Teachers, Parents and Professionals. Every sign includes the descriptions, state usage notes, hints and context information from the dictionary.

There is a free version with only 100 signs, or get the full app for $25 in the app store now

All prices were correct at time of printing. Prices and availability may be subject to change
**What Did That Frog Eat?**

**Learning about Insects In Auslan**

This beautiful little kit includes an A4 (297 X 21 cm) cello coated card picturing the 5 little speckled frogs song in Auslan, with ?? where the animal being eaten would be. At the base of the song card are 6 different insects children can choose from for their frog to eat (bee, butterfly, caterpillar, lady bug, snail or spider)

The back of the song card includes detailed descriptions of how to sign all the insects, plus larger versions of the sign illustrations

The set also includes 7 finger puppets:
- Large green speckled frog (18 cm wide, 8 cm tall)
- Furry Bee (9 cm furry body with clear wings)
- Beautiful Butterfly (9.5 cm wing span, silk like body)
- Hairy green and Yellow Caterpillar (9.5 cm long)
- Dainty Ladybug (8 cm wide)
- The Giant Snail (10 cm tall)
- The Hairy spider (8 cm long with a big smile)

All puppets have elasticized entrances so that they stay firm on child and adult fingers

Comes in a great reusable and durable PVC plastic storage bag $39.95 Set5frogInsectPup

---

**Describing Animals In Auslan**

This is a fantastic book for children that introduces over 50 animals and over 100 descriptive signs in Auslan!

Signs are presented in chapters on:
- Australian Animals
- Insects and Bugs
- Farm Animals
- Reptiles
- Skin Type
- Body Parts
- Size
- Colour
- Horns & Tusks
- Nature and Temperament
- Homes (where they live)
- Food (what they eat)

Each sign includes a clear illustration of the sign, colour illustration of the adjective/verb/noun being signed and a description of how to perform the sign.

There is also a special section on “Adding Emphasis In Auslan”

E.g. emphasising tall to be really tall, or big to be really big

$14.95 DescAnimal

Size : 295 X 210 cm
My Auslan Recipe Book

Cooking and Food preparation is such a wonderful path way to language development - both orally and through sign language. You not only have access to the very visual stimuli of food to help you explore and develop understanding of nouns; but also a fantastic opportunity to explore descriptive language. What does it look like, feel like, smell like?
Is it hard, tender, bumpy, smelly, rotten, fresh, yummy, yukky?
Do you need to do it slowly, quickly, more or less?
Coupled with the opportunity to examine measurements, and learn about dangers in the kitchen; cooking is a language hot pot just waiting for you to jump in and start playing in it.

This innovative book is the first of its kind; cleverly blending Auslan (Australian Sign Language) seamlessly into easy to follow recipes for Anzac Biscuits, Gingerbread man, Pikelets and Pizza.

Each recipe starts with a clear list of ingredients and Utensils required; all accompanied by a beautiful photograph of the item, and a clear, easy to understand illustration of the sign. You will then be guided by step by step instructions in Auslan and English.

Introduction sections introduce the reader to Preparation Signs, like "clean the bench" and important Warning and Measurement signs.

After the recipes you will find a large Food Dictionary, which includes over 300 signs! Categories include: Drinks, Fruit and Veg, Ingredients, Utensils and Equipment, Cooking Words, Describing food (like tender and hard, or rotten and fresh), Food Preparation and Naming Things - a special section that talks about brand names, cuts of meat and variety names (like mozzarella, feta and swiss cheeses). This Naming Things section also includes an introduction to finger spelling, and 'short hand signing' or fingerspelling abbreviations.

"Just fantastic. Such a wonderful way to introduce everyday foods, and adjectives associated with food; and just beautiful. The photos are fantastic, right down to photos of the measurements! Very well thought out and delightfully delivered."
Beth : Early Intervention Service Provider

This book is 22.5 X 30.5 cm, spiral bound in a plastic gold spiral and coated in a PVC outer cover. $34.95  RecipeV1
**Deaf Culture and Linguistics**

**Open Your Eyes**  :  *Open Eyes*  $44.95

Open Your Eyes introduces readers to the key concepts and debates in deaf studies, offering perspectives on the relevance and richness of deaf ways of being in the world. Leading and emerging scholars, the majority of whom are deaf, consider physical and cultural boundaries of deaf people; they explore the role of gender, sexuality, disability, family and race. They explore literacy in the light of sign language and delve into the dimensions of the disability label often assigned to deafness.

This book shows how culture contributes vital insights on issues of identity, language and power; and ultimately challenges our culture’s obsession with normality.

This is an American book. The editor, Professor Bauman is a professor of Deaf Studies at Gallaudet University. While the book is written from the American perspective it is just as applicable to Australian Deaf Culture as it is American.  

**No Pages : 349**

**Constructing Deafness**  :  *Constructing Deafness*  $76.99

This book examines how deafness and deaf people are viewed within education, linguists, social political, as well as presented within film and fiction. It also examines the perspective of deaf people themselves and current issues within a historical perspective. How are recent developments challenging established ideologies?

Edited by Susan Gregory and Gillian Hartley in the UK. This book was first published in 1991. This is the 2002 reprinted edition.

**No Pages : 320**

**Damned for Their Difference**  :  *Damned for Their Difference*  $93.24

The Cultural Construction of Deaf People as Disabled

Authors: Jan Branson (National Institute of Deaf Studies, La Trobe Uni) and Don Mill (Head of Anthropology, Monash Uni). This Australian book provides a Sociological understanding of disabling practices that combines history and biography with the study of social structures and processes. This book will help you gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be deaf, and how deaf people are treated differently and marginalised by others.

**No Pages : 300**

**Deaf Like Me**  :  *Deaf Like Me*  $31.95

Written by the uncle and father of a little girl who happens to be deaf, this story sensitively weaves reality and learning in with a fairly simple account of coming to terms with deafness, and the family's fight to teach their deaf daughter to speak. A moving story of how a deaf girl breaks the chains of ignorance and prejudice that held her mute for years—discover the world she cannot hear and to teach her family what love and being normal really mean. This new edition contains a special epilogue by Lynn Spradley, grown and in her twenties. This epilogue is excellent and adds a distinct new dimension to the entire book. Revised 1989

**No Pages : 285**

**A Loss For Words**  :  *A Loss For Words*  $32.99

This remarkable memoir recreates the pain and the joy of growing up between two worlds: her parents' loving but silent home, and the often confusing world she encountered outside those walls, and of which she was inevitably a part.

**When the Mind Hears**  :  *When the Mind Hears*  $39.95

Traces the history of the deaf through the eyes of Laurent Clerc, a deaf Frenchman and intellectual leader of the French deaf community.

**Seeing Voices**  :  *Seeing Voices*  $29.50

Begins with the history of deaf people in the US, the outrageous ways they have been seen and treated in the past, and their continuing struggle for acceptance in a hearing world; and examines the amazing and beautiful visual language of the deaf Sign.
Helping Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students to use Spoken Language

A shift towards mainstream education for Deaf students has seen teachers and parents more responsible for helping deaf students acquire spoken language. This book provides educators, professionals and parents with the knowledge and skills in spoken language development to support students who are deaf or hard of hearing.

The authors' model of auditory, speech and language development has been used successfully with deaf and hard of hearing students for many years. It provides the reader with the skills and understanding, as well as practical tools to deliver well-prepared, intensely stimulating environments and therapies that foster the emergence of spoken language.

Child Talk: Strategies for Stimulating your Child's Language

Research has shown that children who develop larger vocabularies in their early years are more likely to do better at school both academically and socially.

Child Talk is a new DVD and Workbook package based on early language development research and knowledge that provides families with children ages 0-3 years the confidence and skills they need to build their child's vocabulary from day one; through everyday activities.

Included in this package is a DVD (approx run time 20 minutes) and DVD sized workbook that explains how speech and language typical grow from 0-5 years; 7 easy talking strategies- each explained and demonstrated.

The package has been produced by speech pathologists for parents of children likely to be at risk of speech delay and communication difficulties including children who are hearing impaired, have autism, down syndrome or cerebral palsy.

Starting Sensory Integration Therapy

This is the second edition of this award winning book. It includes and new, extensive introduction to Sensory Processing Disorder, diagnosis, evaluation, Occupational Therapy and over stimulation.

Over 100 activities and games for children with Sensory Processing Disorder(SPDs) are then presented under the headings Tactile Activities, Gross Motor Activities, Visual Activities, Auditory Activities, Activities with Smell, Oral Motor, and Fine Motor Activities.

Written by a parent, this book is practical and includes activities that require minimal time, money and cleanup. Children will have fun while exercising the seven sensory muscles (visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, oral, vestibular and proprioceptive). Activities can be enjoyed with others, and help with social inclusion and peer interaction.
New Disability Awareness Books

I am Deaf
I am Deaf is a fantastic picture book for children 4 to 9 years of age that introduces deafness from the child's point of view. It is an empowering and easy to understand book about Lana, a ten year old deaf girl who talks about what "having ears that don't work" means to her.

It does not matter that Lana is deaf, she can still do most of the things other kids do. She explains what the world looks like to her, what a hearing aid is and why she wears it; about sign language and why she thinks that's cool (and so do the other kids); about her hearing guide dog and more. The theme is "deafness is no obstacle"; and it is a great read for deaf child and their family and peers.

This book is part of a series of sensitively-written picture storybooks that take a child’s point of view. They are all attractively illustrated storybooks that encourage kids never to be afraid of a challenge. The text is simple and the illustrations on every page are appealing.

Following each story are four pages of suggested activities that relate to the book’s theme. A final two-page section offers advice to parents.

$14.50 BRDeaf No Pages : 36

For information on the other books in this series see the DISABILITY AWARENESS section under Books and Games.

Disability Awareness Story Books
This great series of beautifully illustrated, easy to understand children's books take a child’s point of view as they go about their everyday activities; describing the challenges they face, and how they overcome them to live normal, happy lives.

This 6 title series encourages kids to understand themselves and others and are a must have addition to every library!

I Am Deaf   It’s Called Dyslexia   It’s OK to be Me!
I Can’t Sit Still (ADHD) 24X19cm 36 pages $14.50 each

My Brother’s Autistic   My Friend Has Down Syndrome
24 X 24 cm 32 pages $16.50 each

The Set (6 books) $85 BRAwarenessSet
Dinosaur Awareness Series

This book series are all beautifully illustrated and ideal for young to mid primary ages children. These book are all hard-covered, 25 x 24 cm and 32 pages.

Get all three for $80.50
or just Dachy’s Deaf: $26.95
Sorry other titles not available individually

Emmy’s Eczema

Emmy has eczema. She knows she shouldn't scratch. But sometimes she just can't help it. One day, she scratches so much she makes her skin really sore. Find out how her friends make her feel better.

Dachy’s Deaf

Dachy wears a hearing aid. But sometimes, when his friends get too noisy, he likes to turn it off to get some peace and quiet. One day, when his hearing aid is off, Dachy falls asleep and ends up floating down the river towards a waterfall and a hungry crocodile. Can his friends rescue him in time?

Steggie’s Stammer

Steggie has a stammer and sometimes it takes her a bit longer than others to get her words out. Her friends are in a hurry to play a game and rush off into the Deep, Dark and Scary Forest without listening to her warning. Before long, the friends get into trouble and it’s up to Steggie to rescue them. But will they listen to her advice?
We have updated some of our posters. They are all still A3 (29 x 42 cm) printed on card stock with a cello coating (a thin plastic film that makes the poster difficult to tear and water resistant)

**Break Time Poster**  
**BreakA3**  
$6.00

This beautifully illustrated poster is perfect for every kitchen, staff room, and waiting area and was cleaned up and upgraded in Sept 2012 from the original edition.

Signs depicted include state variations anecdotes; and descriptions of how to perform the sign. Signs pictured: Water, Milk, Tea, Sugar, Kettle, Coffee, Hot Chocolate, Cake, Biscuit.

**Workplace Emergency Signs Poster**  
**WPEmA3**  
$6.00

In an emergency you do not have time for miscommunication! Use this Auslan (Australian Sign Language) emergency signs poster as part of your emergency procedure and make your building safer for everyone!

Signs are depicted using our adult sign illustrations and include signs for
What: Ambulance, Police, Fire, Sick, Flood
Where: Up, Down, Over, Under, Outside
Instructions: Come, Leave, Stop, Fast, Careful, Hot, Walk, Help Me, Stay Calm, Emergency

**First Medical Signs Poster**  
**WP1stMedA3**  
$6.00

By special request from doctors and school first aid and sick personnel, this poster includes all essential Medical signs (in Auslan - Australian Sign Language), in an easy to understand, quick reference poster.

The new 2012 edition is in colour with attractive red subheadings of Professionals: Doctor (2 versions), nurse, hospital (2 versions)
Symptoms: sore (hurt), pain (throb), headache, bruise
Treatment: injection, bandaid, medicine, tablet (2 versions)
Devices: spectacles, glasses, hearing aid and cochlear implant.

It is designed to match the Emergencies Sign Poster
**Analogue and Digital Time Teaching Kit**

AnaDigiTimeKit  
$38.00  
This kit has been designed to help you teach children to tell time in Auslan. It is perfect for deaf and hearing impaired children, but also as a supplement to an Auslan LOTE program.

The kit includes everything you need to teach children, including:
- 1 copy of Teaching Time Manual - a 16 page step-by-step teaching guide;
- A large two Faced Clock (26cm in diameter),
- Fun With Time Box Set :Includes 32 card pairs (1-12 o'clock pairs where one half pictures an activity and time in AM and PM. Plus 20 more complex pairs, that display both time in digital format and words;
- Minutes Past/To Board
- 1 set of Auslan Time Cards (includes 1-12 o'clock cards and cards for all 5 minute intervals, A PAST and To card, Quarter, Half, and Three Quarter card.

The manual includes instruction sections and teaching tools under the stage headings: **Numbers 1 to 12; O'clock Times; Quarter, Half and Three Quarter times; Numbers 1-60, Analogue Time (Minutes past and to); Digital Times**

It also includes other useful signs to help you discuss time, including events that occur at different times, time question signs, day, night, morning, afternoon and so on.

*This kit includes state variation signs and thus is nationally applicable*

---

**Auslan Merit Stickers**

These beautiful Auslan Merit Stickers are 35 mm in diameter and depict slogans like: Good, Great, Good Work, Better, Clever, Lovely and Brilliant

There are printed with UV stabilised inks on high gloss star burst edged stickers.

There are 35 stickers to the sheet.
Pack of 35: $5.00  
Pack of 245: $25.00

The old starburst stickers have had to change to round ones, giving you even more stickers per page.

All prices were correct at time of printing. Prices and availability may be subject to change.
Updated and Upgraded

Children's Picture Dictionary Vol 1 ACPDV1 $35
This, the first in a 3 part volume for children, includes over 300 signs under the categories: Animals, Descriptors, Food, In The House, People & places, Indoor and Outdoor Play. Each sign includes a description & illustration, although, through ingenious design, this book can be used with no reading skills.

Corresponding Flashcards
Each card is 150x105x35mm, and cello (plastic) coated. Cards are double sided. One side picturing a beautiful illustration and the English word, the other a photo of the sign. (where applicable alternative signs and/or sign variations are also pictured). Cards come beautifully and durably presented in a hinged aluminum tin.

Indoor Activities and Games ACF1Indoor $44.95 (to be updated mid 2013)
Signs: Aeroplane, Balloon, Board, Build, Books, Box, Cars, Computer, Cook, Crayon, Dance, Doll, Draw, DVD, Game, Inside, Jigsaw, Knitting, Make, Motorbike, Music, Paint, Paste, Plasticine, Play, Puppet, Read, Robot, Scissors, Sew, Share, Sing, Story, Teddy Bear, Thread, Toys, Train (electric), Train (steam), Tram, Truck, TV, Video, Write.

Outdoor Activities and Games ACF1Outdoor $31.95 (to be updated mid 2013)
Signs: AFL (football), Ball, Basketball, Bat/Racket, Bike, Catch, Climb, Dig, Game, Flying Fox, Hide & Seek, Hop, Jump, Kick, Monkey Bars, Netball, Outside, Play, Playground, Rubbish, Rubbish Bin, Rugby, Run, Sandpit, Share, Skip, Slide, Sport, Swing, Swimming, Swing, Throw, Toys, Trampoline, Trees, Walking, Yard.

Descriptive Signs ACF1descriptive $45.95

Fruits, Vegetables, Drinks ACF1eat $54.95
Signs: (Fruit) Apple, Apricot, Banana, Cherry, Fruit, Grapes, Mango, Orange, Peach, Pear, Pineapple, Strawberry, Watermelon (Vegetables) Beans, Beetroot, Cabbage, Carrot, Cauliflower, Celery, Corn, Cucumber, Garlic, Ginger, Lettuce, Mushroom, Onion, Peas, Peeling, Potato, Pumpkin, Salad, Sweet Potato, Tomato, Vegetable. (Drinks) Alcohol, Beer, Can, Cappuccino, Cola, Coffee, Cordial, Drink, Fruit Juice, Honey, Hot Chocolate, Juice, Lemon, Lemonade, Milk, Milkshake, Sugar, Tea, Water, Wine

Animals ACF1animal $44.95
Signs: Bird, Budgerigar, Bull, Camel, Cat, Chicken, Cockatoo, Cow, Crab, Deer, Dog, Dolphin, Donkey, Duck, Emu, Farm/Farmer, Fish, Fox, Frog, Goat, Goose, Guinea Pig, Horse, Jellyfish, Kookaburra, Lizard, Mouse, Octopus, Owl, Oyster, Parrot, Pet, Penguin, Pig, Prawn, Rabbit, Rainbow Lorikeet, Seal, Shark, Sheep, Snake, Swan, Tortoise/Turtle, Tractor, Whale.

Greetings and Everyday Communication ACF1greet $31.95

Around the House ACF1house $45.95
Signs: Address, Barbeque, Bath, Bathroom, Bed, Bedroom, Bookcase, Chair, Clock, Clothesline, Computer, Cupboard, Dining Room, Door, Drawers, Dryer, DVD, Fence, Furniture, Gate, Garden, Heater, Kettle, Kitchen, Laundry, Library, Light/Lamp, Lounge/Couch, Lounge Room, Microwave, Mirror, Mobile Phone, Oven, Printer, Radio, Refrigerator, Room, Rubbish Bin, Rug/Carpet, Shower, Sink, Table, Tap, Telephone, Toilet, TV, Video, Wall, Window.

People, Places and Family ACF1placeal $39.95
Signs included in this set are: Aunt, Baby, Brother, Caravan, Children, Circus, Clown, Cousin, Daddy, Daughter, Elephant, Family, Father, Grandfather, Grandmother, Half brother, Half Sister, Juggler, Lion, Magician, Monkey, Mother, Mummy, Nephew, Niece, Parents, Puppet, Seal, Sister, Son, Step Father, Step Mother, Tiger, Tightrope, Uncle.
Auslan Bingo - For Children and Adults

This is a high quality product, extremely well packaged and packed with extras weighing 1.2kg! Use this educational game kit to play a number of different educational games, each designed to help you learn to fingerspell with the two handed fingerspelt alphabet (used in Australia, New Zealand and UK).

$65.00

This product is described more fully within the Sign Language Catalogue on Page 23

Signs that Move - First Signs Series

These incredible cards actually move! With a slight tilt of the card the image changes so that the illustrated child actually does the sign. They are bright and colourful and in such a handy size that you really can take them anywhere. There are 10 rounded corner business card sized cards in the set, toggled together by a chain. One side of the card shows the moving sign and word, the other side has the word and description of how to perform the sign.

Signs include: bed, hello, mum, more, milk, bye-bye, eat, dad, finished, drink

Wiggles DVDs with Auslan and Captioning

Hoop Dee Doo It’s a Wiggly Party

It is time for some fun! You're all invited to join the Wiggles on a musical journey, with AUSLAN translation (provided by the Royal Institute of Deaf Blind) imposed over the corner of the screen. You can turn the AUSLAN translation on/off as required.

Wiggle Dancing

See the Wiggles live in concert with Auslan translator Gloria there to translate all their songs.

Dorothy the Dinosaur’s Party

Dorothy's first ever DVD! She hosts a surprise party for Captain Feathersword, with 17 new songs all with translator, Gloria, imposed at the base of the screen.

This product is described more fully within the Sign Language Catalogue on Page 36

All prices were correct at time of printing. Prices and availability may be subject to change
**DISCONTINUED PRODUCTS**

Plurals: Regular and Irregular  
Page 16

Variety Flashcard Set  
Page 22

Who’s Who  
Describing People in Auslan  
Page 23

45cm Signing Puppets  
Page 24

Learn To Sign with Ollie  
Page 29

The Watchmaker Who Saved Christmas  
Page 30

Wiggles: Racing To The Rainbow  
Page 36

Wiggles: Getting Strong!  
Page 36

Signs That Stick  
Page 41

Beyond Ordinary:  
Growing Up Deaf  
Page 48

Breaking The Sound Barriers  
Page 49

Hearing Impaired Infants:  
Support in the First Eighteen Months  
Page 48

---

*Please note that the above page numbers refer to the page within the Sign Catalogue*
Let’s Find Out When / What / Who?
This series form a fantastic tool when helping children understand WHEN, WHAT and WHO. Children match up question Picture Puzzles with their corresponding answer Pictures (Eg When do you take medicine : When you are sick. What are crayons for : Colouring. Who cooks food in a hotel : Chef. ). Each card has pictures and written questions/ answers so both readers and non-readers can play. Each set includes 27 self correcting match up pairs (54 pieces in total).
A fantastic tool for children with Autism and Aspergers, and children who are deaf or hearing impaired. Both of whom can struggle with the concepts Who, What and When.
$19.80(each)  DBZWhen/What/Who
Bilby Publishing has been operating for over 12 years, specialising in resources that support early learning, literacy and numeracy for children with special needs.

**It's Easy Doing Business With Us!**

1. **Easy Ordering**
   Order by phone, fax, mail or online. Whatever is easiest for you. Our trained and experienced staff can even help you select the product that best meets your need.

2. **Easy Payment Options**
   Pay by Cheque, Money order, Credit Card (by phone or online), or Direct Deposit. Every order received an invoice/receipt. This becomes the packing slip on your box.

3. **Fast Processing and Delivery**
   Orders are processed through out the day. Often it is only hours between receiving an order and packaging ready for dispatch. Packages leave our office every morning via Australia Post. Every item is registered and tracked.

4. **We have it in stock**
   We warehouse large volumes of all our stock so we can process and pack your order fast. Usually within hours, not weeks like others in our industry. Unfortunately that is not always possible with our puppet range. If your item is not in we will tell you, and dispatch it as soon as we can.

**Every price is GST inclusive...we do not hide costs**

---

**Order Options**

- Mail
- Fax
- 10am - 5pm EST Mon - Fri
- Online

**Payment Options**

- Cheque
- Money Order
- Credit Card
- Bank Trf - Deposit

30 day accounts available to Schools, Community Groups, Libraries, Retailers, government departments, non-profit organisations and businesses. Just fax through your purchase order!

---

**GET IT ON ACCOUNT!**

No needless paperwork! No references! No Waiting! No Hassle!

Schools, Organisations and Associations, Professionals, Libraries and Government Departments all get 30 day accounts instantly.

Simply fax through your internal purchase order, OR our form and we will set up your account and process the order on the same business day, ready for dispatch in the morning!

**Not sure which resources are right for your needs?**

Give us a call. All our staff are trained in the use and application of all our product; plus they each bring a different field of expertise to the company. **So give us a call. 1800 245 297 Mon- Fri 9am - 5pm EST**

Products including this logo contain no small parts or choking hazards.

While all efforts are made to ensure accuracy in our catalogues; due to changes by the manufacturers, designs & availability may vary.